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Abstract

In many state of the art receiver architectures, In-phase (I) and Quadrature (Q) signals are
used. Requirements for the lJQ signals are:

• Good amplitude matching

• Good phase matching

Those requirements can be met by I1Q RC oscillators. However, many applications also
demand a high Carrier-to-Noise-Ratio (CNR). In those cases it might prove useful to
use an I1Q LC oscillator instead. As the quality factor of LC oscillators is normally far
higher than the quality factor of RC oscillators, the CNR will normally also be far higher.
However, in state of the art I1Q (and other multi-phase) LC oscillators, the quality factor
of the resonator is reduced in the process of obtaining the I1Q signals.

In this project two main research goals were addressed:

• Determine the CNR reduction of multi-phase LC oscillators compared to single
phase LC oscillators.

• How can the CNR of a multi-phase LC oscillator be optimised?

During this investigation a top-down method was used: first single-phase LC oscillators
were investigated to gain insight and generate a solid foundation. Then, the focus was
shifted towards multi-phase LC oscillators, the underlying theory and existing architec
tures. Finally, a new I1Q architecture with improved CNR is presented.

Although the design of this new architecture has not yet been optimised, an improvement
in CNR of about 15 dB has been realised compared to state of the art architectures.
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1 Introduction

Many state of the art transceivers need In-phase (I) and Quadrature (Q) signals. In zero
IF architectures, for example, UQ signals are used to convert the RF signal directly to
a baseband signal. Low IF architectures also make use of an I1Q signal path and I1Q is
used in state of the art DECT and satellite receivers. Advanced Data Clock Recovery
architectures (DCR), used in optical interface ICs, need I1Q signals for correct operation.

1.1 Various ways to generate I/Q signals

I1Q signals can be generated in several ways. Using a single-phase oscillator the I1Q
signals can be obtained through the use of a divider-by-two circuit. In this method the
oscillator is required to oscillate at a frequency equal to twice the desired I1Q signal fre
quency. When I1Q signals at high frequencies are desired, it may be very difficult to obtain
the required oscillator frequency.

Polyphase networks are another means of generating I1Q signals. Using an RC network
with limiters and again a single-phase oscillator, the I1Q signals are obtained. For good
phase and amplitude matching this method requires an oscillator signal having a low
harmonic distortion. This, however, contradicts with CNR requirements as the CNR in
creases with increasing voltage swing. To circumvent the mentioned problems there has
been a growing interest for oscillators with I1Q outputs.

1.2 I/Q oscillators

RC oscillators are easy to integrate and can provide I1Q signals. Using an even amount
of stages, an I1Q oscillator is obtained that is correct-by-construction. This means that,
due to the Barkhausen criterion, the stages are forced to oscillate in such a way that the
I1Q requirement is automatically met. Due to the fact that energy can not be stored in the
RC oscillator, the quality factor of the two-stage RC oscillator equals 1. Therefore this
architecture can only be used if the CNR requirement of the application isn't very tight.

When the application requires a high CNR, it might be necessary to use LC oscillators as
their resonator quality factor is normally far bigger than 1. Similar to RC oscillators, LC
oscillators can be used in multi-stage oscillators to obtain a correct-by-construction I1Q
architecture. However, coupling the LC oscillators has a great influence on the quality
factor of the resonator. This can be shown using expression 1 that relates the slope of the
resonator phase transfer to the quality factor I.

Wos c 8¢
Q=-

2 8w
(1)

The term ~, and therefore Q, is maximal at zero degrees phase shift. Due to coupling

1In chapter 5 it will be shown that this equation is not always valid for multi-phase LC oscillators. It
does however give the insight needed at this point
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the LC oscillators, the oscillator stages are, however, forced to oscillate at non zero phase
shifts, resulting in a degraded quality factor. For the extreme situation in which the res
onator phase shift is 90°, the quality factor has even dropped to 1 in a 2-stage I/Q LC
oscillator. It goes without saying that this decrease in quality factor, and thus CNR, is
intolerable as the LC oscillator was used for its high CNR.

1.3 Outline of the project

The purpose of this project was to find an I/Q LC architecture that makes optimum use
of the quality factor of the LC resonator. To obtain a theoretically well funded result, a
top-down approach was chosen. This top-down approach is reflected in the structure of
this report:

Chapter 2

Noise originating from the resonator is investigated. Approximate equations for voltage
noise that are very similar to the well-known expression for CNR, called Leeson's equa
tion, are derived and their limitations are investigated. A rule of thumb is presented to
quantify boundary frequencies for the use of the approximate equations.

Chapter 3

A transistor model is introduced and its noise sources are listed. All noise sources are
referred to one noise input voltage of the transistor model.

Chapter 4

The results from chapter 2 and chapter 3 are combined to arrive at an approximate expres
sion for the total oscillator noise. Again the limitations of this approximate equation are
investigated. A new figure of merit, called Implementation Loss is defined and used.

Chapter 5

In this chapter the discussion is shifted towards multi-phase oscillators. A new expression
for the quality factor is presented and is used to derive expressions for the CNR in multi
phase LC oscillators. This CNR, that depends on the phase shift, is used to obtain a
new implementation loss on behavioural level. This implementation loss is defined as the
losses due to implementing the multi-phase functionality. Furthermore an onset is given
towards a new architecture using explicit phase shift networks, proposed by [1].

Chapter 6

A literature study is performed to obtain insight in the status quo of multi-phase LC os
cillators. The found architectures are presented and rated using a normalised CNR.

2
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Chapter 7

As the literature study did not result in satisfactory solutions for the main problem (the
decrease in quality factor), a new I1Q LC architecture is proposed that makes use of ex
plicit phase shifts. The circuit is presented and simulations are performed to compare the
new architecture to both an LC and a common I1Q LC oscillator.

Chapter 8

Finally conclusions are drawn and an outlook is given.

3
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2 Noise in LC resonators

Calculating the total phase noise in oscillators is a complicated matter. Due to the non
linear behaviour of the oscillator, noise is upconverted from the baseband and downcon
verted from higher harmonics, resulting in an increase of phase noise around the oscil
lation frequency. In this report calculations will be performed using linear models. Al
though in doing so, important effects are not accounted for, this approach does give way
to important insights. Non-linear phenomena in oscillators are thoroughly discussed in
for example [2]. The transfer function from a noise source to the output can be a very
extensive expression, making it hard to decide what to do in order to minimize the output
noise power.

However, as we are mainly interested in the noise power close to the carrier frequency,
it might be possible to introduce a few simplifications. This was recognised in the early
sixties and in 1966, Leeson [3] was the first one to write down a simple formula approxi
mating the power spectrum of an oscillator close to the carrier. Nowadays this expression
is called Leeson's equation.

with

CNR [
F k T 1 (wasc )2]-IOLog ---- --
2 P Q2 6w

(2)

CNR the Carrier to Noise Ratio dBclHz
F the amplifier noise figure
k the Boltzmann constant, 1.3804 x 10-23 11K
T the absolute temperature K
Q the quality factor of the resonator
W asc the oscillation frequency of the resonator rad/s
6w the offset from the oscillation frequency rad/s

2.1 Carrier to Noise Ratio, Phase Noise and Voltage Noise

The Carrier to Noise Ratio (CNR) is defined as the ratio of oscillator power at the os
cillation frequency to oscillator power at a certain offset frequency, 6w, measured in a
bandwidth of 1 Hz. The oscillator power at a certain offset frequency is referred to as
oscillator phase noise. The amplifier noise figure, F, is introduced as it is very difficult
to derive generic equations for the amplifier noise. This is due to the fact that amplifier
noise is highly dependent on the chosen amplifier topology. A widely used strategy to
determine the amplifier noise figure, is to calculate it from simulations. This, however,
does not give any insight in the mechanisms that are the cause of noise in the active cir
cuit. Therefore, it is desired to get explicit expressions for the amplifier noise figure. As,
in this study, only one amplifier topology will be used, an accurate approximation of the
amplifier noise, and thus the amplifier noise figure, can be obtained through the use of
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Output spectrum i
[i/Hz]

CNR at ~(D

/ voltage noise sideband

(Dose ~

(D

[radls]

Figure 1: Definition of the Carrier to Noise Ratio

transistor models.

Over the years, formula 2 has proven to be a very useful aid in estimating the CNR of
oscillators. However, as Leeson's equation is an approximation it is very important to
know its limitations. In this chapter the limitations of Leeson's equation will be shown
using a linear oscillator model with an ideal active circuit. I.e. the active circuit does
not contribute any noise. Disadvantage of the linear model is that oscillator carrier power
can not be determined from this model. The voltage swing of an oscillator is limited due
to limiting in the transistors. As there is no limiting factor in the linear model, voltage
swing and thus carrier power can not be calculated. Oscillator carrier power is one of the
variables in Leeson's equation and thus it is impossible to verify Leeson's equation with a
linear model. Therefore, this chapter will only deal with oscillator phase noise, for which
an approximation based on Leeson's equation can be derived:

2 kTRp 1 (Wosc)2v w- ----
nLeeson-phase ( ) - 2 Qp 2 ~w (3)

Equation 3 describes the phase noise around the oscillation frequency. However, this
phase noise is only part of the oscillator noise. As described in [4] total noise power,
or voltage noise power, is equally shared between AM and PM, which is equivalent to
respectively amplitude noise and phase noise. Thus, the voltage noise power is twice the
phase noise power:

2 1 (W~OwsC)2v (w) = kT R -
nLeeson-voltage p Q

p
2

(4)

In section 2.2 a physical resonator will be examined, resulting in analytical expressions
for the output voltage noise power resulting from the resonator, the oscillation frequency
and the transconductance, gm, necessary to compensate the losses in the tank in order to

6
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sustain oscillation. These expressions have been verified through simulations. Section
2.3 shows how equation 4 can be derived and describes the approximations applied to
obtain this equation. Then the errors, due to the approximations are calculated and in
section 2.4 a rule of thumb is derived for the maximum offset frequency for which the
approximate equation can be used without making an excessive error. Finally, in section
2.5 conclusions are drawn.

2.2 Noise in series resistance resonators

As shown in figure 2, a non ideal LC resonator can be represented by an ideal capacitor
and an ideal inductor, both in series with a resistor.

c

Figure 2: Circuit diagram of an LC resonator circuit

The two resistors are noisy elements, contributing to the total output noise power. To
model the resistors' contribution to the total noise of the oscillator, a noise current source
is placed in parallel with each resistor, as shown in figure 3.

~ t
Rc

Figure 3: Equivalent circuit of LC resonator with noisy resistors

The value of the current, inRx ' is related to Rx :

(5)

7
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with: B, the bandwidth of the system with which the noise is measured.

The noise current sources from the resistors result in a mean squared noise voltage across
the resonator. Using the equivalent circuit diagram of figure 3 this mean squared noise
voltage can be calculated. In equation 6 the noise bandwidth, B, has been chosen as 1 Hz.

v2
nresonOlor

4kT·

(Rz + C2 Rc
2 Rz w2 + C2 Rc Rz 2 w2 + C2 L 2 Rc w4)

1- 2C Lw2 + C2 w2 (Rc
2 + 2Rc Rz + Rz 2 + L2 w2)

(6)

Yin

Figure 4: Simple model of an oscillator with noisy resonator

Figure 4 shows a simple feedback model of an oscillator. Now the contribution of the
resonator to the oscillator noise is known, the noise can be transferred to the input of
this feedback model. Cutting the feedback loop open at point P, the open loop transfer
function can be calculated to be:

I
Vout IH(jw) - -

open loop - Yin open loop

with 2 0 the impedance of the LC resonator equal to:

(L + C Rc Rz) w + j (C L Rc w2
- Rz)

C (Rc + Rz) w + j (C L w2 - 1)

(7)

(8)

and gm the transconductance of the amplifier. To obtain expressions for the oscillation
frequency and the transconductance, the Barkhausen criterion 2 [5] has to be applied:

2Note that in order for the oscillator to start up, IH (jw )opeIl!uopl has to be greater than 1

8
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IH(jW)11
open loop

LH(jw)1
open loop

1

o (9)

From equation 7 and equation 9 it follows that in steady state the transconductance is equal
to the conductance of the LC resonator at the oscillation frequency, Wose. In that case gm
will exactly compensate the losses due to the real part of the resonator impedance. In
case of the situation depicted in figure 4, the phase condition of the Barkhausen criterion
implies that at the oscillation frequency, the imaginary part of the resonator impedance
is zero. Therefore the oscillation frequency 3 (eq. 10) can be calculated by solving
Im[Zol = 0 for w. Substituting the found ~xpression for Wose into Zo gives the resonator
impedance at the oscillation frequency, and thus gm (eq. 11).

Wose
-JLCJL - C R/

C (Re + Rz)

L + C Re Rz

(10)

(11)

Now both Zo and gm are known the input mean squared noise voltage can be calculated.

Dividing v/2
1

by the squared modulus of equation 7, Igm Zo12, the input mean squared
resonator

noise voltage is obtained:

4k T (L + C Re RZ)2 .

(Rz + C2 Re
2 Rz w2 + C2 Re Rz 2w2 + C2 L 2 Re ( 4

)

C2(Re +Rz)2 (Rz 2 +L2 w2) (I+C2Re
2w2)

(12)

Now the closed loop output mean squared noise voltage can be obtained by multiplying

the mean squared input noise voltage, V~in (w), by the closed loop transfer function.

V/21 (w) = vn
2 (w) . IH(jW) 12

1

out In I d Ic ose . oop

Using figure 4 the closed loop transfer function H (jw) Iclosed Zoop can be derived:

(13)

(14)H(jW)1 _ Voutl _ gmZo
closed loop Vin closed loop 1 - gm Zo

Substituting the equations for Zo (eq. 8) and gm (eq. 11) in equation 14 and substituting
the result together with equation 12 in equation 13 yields:

3In appendix A the dependency of the oscillation frequency on the resonator quality factors is discussed
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v2 (w)
/'lout

(R{ + C2 Rc
2 R{ w2+ C2 Rc R{2 w2 + C2 L2 Rc ( 4 )

(L - C R{2 - C L2 w2+ C2 L R/ ( 2)2
(15)

To verify the derived formula for V,~ (w), the oscillator model can be simulated. In Pstar
"ouI

the resonator circuit has been modelled and a noise analysis at a centre frequency of 1
GHz has been performed (see appendix B). Figure 5 shows the results of this simulation in
which NMSV is the by the simulator calculated mean square noise voltage. The difference

between vn
2 (w) and the simulated mean squared output noise voltage is less than 0.6

out
percent which can be ascribed to the finite numerical accuracy. Also for w -+ 0 and w -+

00 equation 15 matches the simulated mean squared noise voltage.

1.0001OG
1.00005G1.00000 G

QQQ Q'iM

/

/ \

/ "-
/ ~

---- ------- ~
I

1.0 P

999.9M

1.0 n

1O.0p

100.0 p

t 100.0 n

10.0 n

V;OUI ' NMSV

[11Hz]

Figure 5: Graph of calculated, Vnour2, and simulated, NMSV, mean squared noise voltages
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2.3 An approximate equation for resonator noise

Rp

Figure 6: Representation of LC resonator with all losses modelled in one resistor

Alternatively vn
2 (w) can be calculated using the resonator model shown in figure 6.

(Jut

Using series to parallel network transformations, the resonator from figure 2 can be rep-
resented by the resonator from figure 6 with:

Re (I + Qe(W)2) Rl (I + Qi(w)2)

Re (1 + Qe(w)2) + Rl (1 + Qi (w)2)
(16)

(17)

(18)

Qi and Qe in equations 16 through 18 are respectively the quality factor of an inductor,
L, with series resistance, Rl, and a capacitor, C, with series resistance, Re .

1
Qe = wC R

e
(19)

As shown in Appendix C, the output noise due to this resonator equals:

1v; (w) = 4kTR
out-alt P (1- gm R p )2 + (v Qp)2

with

and

W wQ(w)
v -

WQ(W) W

11

(20)

(21)

(22)
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with wo(w) the oscillation frequency of the parallel resonator, which is equal to J 1 .
Lp(w) Cp(w)

As the transformations used are no approximations whatsoever, equation 20 is equivalent
to equation 15.

2.3.1 Approximating wo(w), Rp(w), Qp(w) and v(w)

Comparing equation 20 with the Leeson like equation for voltage noise (eq. 3) it should
be noted that both equations are quite similar. In fact, Leeson's equation is an approximate
version of equation 20. The difference between both equations is that in Leeson's equation
all frequency dependent tenns have been approximated by their value at the oscillation
frequency, Wose. Therefore Leeson's equation can be derived from equation 20 by defining
w = Wose + b.. wand assuming that b.. w < < Wose. In this case v can be approximated by
2~ow and the value of the tenns wo, R p and Qp can be assumed to be independent of w
and equal to:

Woo = wo(w)lw=wosc = Wos e
Rpo = Rp(w)lw=wosc = Ijgm

Qpo = Qp(w)lw=wosc

Using those assumptions in equation 20 yields:

2 1 (wb..0wse)2v (w) = k T R 0--
I1Leesol1-voltage p Q 2

pO
(23)

Equation 23 is equal to the Leeson-like equation introduced at the beginning of this chap
ter, equation 4.

2.3.2 Errors introduced by approximating wo(w), Rp(w), Qp(w) and v(w)

Figure 7 shows the error due to the approximations in equation 23. This error is defined
as:

10 NMSV
Errorleesol1 = 10 Log(:::::::::====

v2
nLeesal1-voltage

thus giving the error relative to the simulation result, NMSV, in dB.

To investigate the error made by assuming v = 2[, w , vn
2 . d (w) is defined as:wo out-fIxe

1
v2 (w) = k T R 0-----,,-

nout- fixed p Q 2
pO v

(24)

(25)

As the only difference between equation 23 and 25 is that v has not been approximated
in equation 25, equation 25 can be used to show the error made by approximating v.
Therefore Errorfixed is defined as:

12
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(26)

Errorfixed is shown in figure 7 as well. As expected both error functions have about the
same value for J ~ Jose 4.

Error i
40.0

[dB] 35.0

30.0

250

20.0

15.0

100

5.0

0.0

·5.0

\ Error

\ /
Exed

y
Error

~
Leeson

./

----~~ --------=~L--

0.0
250.0M

SOO.OM
750.0M

1.00
1.25G 1.750

200

flHz]

Figure 7: The error made by approximating the component values, i.e. Errorfixed, and
the error made by also approximating v, i.e. ErrorLeeson, for Jose = 1 GHz and Qpo =
25

2.4 Boundary frequencies for use of the approximate equations; a
rule of thumb

The Leeson like approximation for voltage noise (eq. 23) gives more insight in the way the
noise depends on factors like the quality factor of the resonator and the offset frequency
than the exact formula (eq. 20). Therefore it would be very convenient if the latter could
be replaced by the former. In order to be able to do so, one has to investigate whether the
error made by approximating the exact equation is acceptable.

From figure 7 it is obvious that for a certain frequency band around Jose, Erroneeson is
close to 0 dB. This error function can also be expressed in an analytical way as:

Erroneeson 1010Log ( V;OU1-Oll (J) )

v;L€eJOn-VOIIOg,

4Expressing noise as a function of the frequency in Hz. is of course equivalent to expressing noise as a
function of the angular frequency in r~d
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(27)

i IU.O

Erro~c:c&Oll
s.o

IdB]

I /
I

V ,

/ !

~
"--

I V /:1/I

K---_ '-I ->1/"

"":::<-- '--- -!---,-"i;/v
····=r

~•I
2
5
10
50
100

-f[Hz]

(a) ErrOrleeson for several values of the resonator quality
factor, Qpo

IdB)

~•
V ~

5
10
50
100

-f[Hz]

(b) ErrOrleesoll with it's approximation, Errorun

Figure 8: Linearisation of the error introduced due to using the Leeson-like

approximation,v2
/I Leeson -va/laKe

Figure 8 shows a plot of this error versus the frequency offset, /:),.J. From the graphs it
can be seen that for frequencies higher than Jose the error can be linearised by the line:

14
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4.5 6. J
ErrOnin = -2- + 5.5--

Q pO Jose

The linearised error function, Errorlin makes it possible to obtain expressions for a cer
tain 6.Jmax, the largest offset from the carrier frequency, for which the approximate volt
age noise equation, (eq. 23), can still be used without introducing significant errors. As
the measurement accuracy is of the order of ±1 dB, the error due to using this equation
is also permitted to be ±1 dB. From figure 8 it can be seen that the error never exceeds
-1 dB. Therefore, one does only have to define an upper limit for the maximum permitted
frequency offsets. Combining the maximum allowed error of +1 dB with equation 28 and
solving for 6.J yields:

6. - (1 _~) .Jose
Jmax - Q;o 5.5

Figure 8 shows that equation 29 should result in a positive value for 6.J. If this is not true,
the error function does not come within the ± 1 dB band at all. Taking e.g. Q pO to be 1,
6.Jmax is calculated to be -0.64· Jose. This value is negative and thus the error is always
greater than 1 dB, as can also be seen from figure 8.

Qpo Calculated 6.JMax [MHz] Measured 6.JMax [MHz] Error @ Jose [dB]
1 -636 - 4.44
2 -22.7 - 1.09
3 91 107 0.49
4 131 147 0.28
5 149 163 0.18
6 159 173 0.13
7 165 179 0.10
8 169 183 0.07
9 172 185 0.06
10 174 187 0.05
20 180 193 0.017
50 181 193 0.008
100 182 193 0.007

Table 1: Measured and simulated maximum offset frequencies; Jose = 1 GHz

Table 1 shows a list of maximum offset frequencies for several values of the quality factor,
Qpo, and an oscillation frequency ofl GHz. Both the measured value and the from the
rule of thumb (eq. 29) calculated value are displayed. It can be seen that the calculated
maximum offset frequency is smaller than the measured one. Equation 29 can thus be
used as a rule of thumb to estimate a safe value for the maximum offset frequency at which
the approximate voltage noise equation can still be used without introducing unacceptable
errors.

5The lower limit is chosen to be equal to the upper limit
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2.5 Conclusions

In this chapter the mean squared output noise voltage of a resonator with an ideal transcon
ductance was derived, both for a resonator with series resistances and for a resonator with
a parallel resistance. Through network transformations the series resistances can be de
scribed with a frequency dependent parallel resistance, making the expressions for mean
squared output noise for both resonators equivalent. Using the resonator with a parallel
resistance, an approximation for the voltage noise, and thus the phase noise, has been
deduced together with a rule of thumb that can be used to determine a safe estimate for
the frequency band in which the Leeson-like approximation is accurate.
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3 Noise in the active circuit

Up until now the active part of the oscillator was regarded to be noiseless. In real oscil
lators however, the active part contributes significantly to the total output noise. In this
chapter the contribution is calculated. While the contribution of the resonator part of the
oscillator to the total noise solely exists of (shaped) thermal noise, the active part of the
oscillator contributes three kinds of noise: thermal noise, shot noise and lIf noise. In
section 3.1 the transistor model is introduced. A brief overview of noise in bipolar tran
sistors is given in section 3.2. These noise sources are added to the model in section 3.3
and are referred back to the input of the open loop system in section 3.4. Analogous to
the strategy used in chapter 2, the open loop input noise is referred to a closed loop input
noise in section 3.5. Finally, in section 3.6, the results are listed.

3.1 Modelling the active circuit

'ad

(a) Cross cou
pled pair LC os
cillator

(b) Single ended
LC oscillator

Figure 9: Circuit diagram of the used oscillator

The active part, as shown in figure 9a consists of two bipolar NPN-transistors forming a
differential amplifier. As both transistors contribute the same amount of noise to the total
noise and those contributions are uncorrelated, the noise calculations can be simplified to
a noise analysis for one transistor. The noise due to both transistors will then equal twice
the calculated noise. In the single ended model, figure 9b, the feedback has to be the same
as the feedback in the differential amplifier. As this feedback is negative, an inverter has
to be put in the feedback path of the single ended amplifier.

17
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For modelIing, the hybrid Jr model, shown in figure 10 will be used. In this model the
resistance Rb is due to the resistance from the external base to the internal base. Rrr

models the dc base current. Crr is due to the capacitance between the internal base and
the emitter. This capacitance consists of a base charging capacitance and a base-emitter
depletion layer capacitance. Between the collector and the substrate a capacitance, C es ,

due to the collector-substrate junction is present. As the emitter of the transistors in
the differential amplifier is a virtual ground and the substrate is connected to ground,
Ces can be seen as connected between the collector and the emitter. Finally the voltage
controlled current source, Ie, represents the collector current due to the induced voltage
on the internal base. To incorporate the inverter (see figure 9b), one can simply invert the
direction of the collector current. To make future calculations easier, the capacitance from
the internal base to the collector, Cr , can be approximated by two Miller capacitances [6].

(30)

with CM] and CM2 as presented in figure 10. Zee is equal to the impedance observed
between the collector and the emitter (including the impedance due to the resonator but
of course without CM2) and gf is the transconductance of the transistor (g f ~ 40 Ie)·

b ~ b' e/! c b ~ b' c

=~~ ~' t~~ E, =~~ B~I E;ICQ t~<
e e

(a) Hybrid 1f model (b) Hybrid 1f model with inverted collector current
and Miller capacitances

Figure 10: Circuit diagram of the hybrid Jr model
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3.2 Noise in a transistor

As stated, the active part of the oscillator adds three types of noise to the total noise.

Shot noise arises from the fact that the amount, N, of carriers crossing a bipolar pn junc
tion, is a statistically varying amount. As the collector current is equal to !i(-, the collector
current shows the same statistical variation. Due to the division of the emitter current in
base and collector current, the base current also contains a shot noise component. The
last source of shot noise is due to the current flowing through the collector junction, leab.

Thermal noise is generated in the base, collector and emitter resistances. As both the
collector and the emitter resistance are far smaller than the base resistance, the former two
can be neglected. Although the base resistance is not lumped, but distributed, it can be
approximated by one resistance. Therefore thermal noise can be modelled as originating
form one resistor in the base.

The third type of noise, 1/f noise, is found in the base current and arises from statistical
fluctuations in the conductivity of the semiconductor.

Summarising the above text, the noise sources are:

v2 = 4k T Rb!1fb

:z = 2 q Ib!1flb

T = 2 q lb !1f (!I / f)lbf

·2 = 2 q le!1f = 2 k T gf !1fle

·2 = 2 q leab!1fleo
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3.3 Modelling the noise sources

Figure 11: Hybrid Jr model with noise sources

Figure 11 shows the hybrid Jr model with the noise sources6 . As for bipolar transistors
the collector junction current, leob, is very small, the noise due to this current, ieo , can be
neglected.

To obtain a model with one noise voltage and one noise current source, the noise sources
can be referred to the input. A useful aid in this process are the parameters of the so called
transmission matrix:

Figure 12: The transmission matrix

Vi A Vo + B 10

Ii - C Vo + D 10

The parameters A, B, C and D are defined as:

Using the general Jr model of figure 13, the parameters can be calculated.

(31)

(32)

Zi 1
A

gf zb'e Zo
C -

gj Zb'e Zo

Zi 1
(33)B - gf zb'e

D
gj Zb'e

6Noise sources are denoted small, normal sources by capitals
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Ii ~ b' 10 c

~ :>-----)_=;Q----..+-b'e_g_fVb'e~ t gz: :~
e

Z.
J

Figure 13: General n model for calculation of transmission parameters

3.4 Noise referred to the input of the open loop system

Using parameters Band D of the transmission matrix, the collector noise, ic can be re
ferred to the input resulting in a noise voltage source equal to B ic and a noise current
source equal to D ic . The two noise current sources from the internal base to ground,
ib + ibj, can also be referred to an input noise voltage and current source. The current
flowing from ground to the internal base can be substituted by a current flowing from
ground to the external base, b, and a current flowing from the external base to the internal
base, b'. The latter can also be represented as a voltage source in series with the base
resistance, Rb. The transformation of these three noise sources is visualised in figure 14.

VRb
b
o:--Ef---t--+-.---+1-r-+---+---.

e

(a) All the noise sources referred to the input

e

(b) To the input referred noise sources represented
by one noise voltage source and one noise current
source

Figure 14: Noise sources in the hybrid n transistor model

c

The resulting expressions for the input noise voltage source, Un, and the input noise cur
rent source, in, are:
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V Rb + B ic + Rb (ib + ibj)

Die + ib + ibj

3.5 Noise referred to the input of the closed loop system

(34)

Similar to chapter one, the noise sources can be referred back to the input of the closed
loop system. In this situation however, currents flow through the feedback loop. This has
to be kept in mind when cutting open the feedback loop. Using the superposition theorem,
the input noise voltage and current source of the open loop system can be referred back
to the input of the closed loop system one by one. First, the noise voltage source will be
referred back to the input of the oscillator.

+ 0-*"-Hr---,

\(

(a) The noise voltage source in closed loop
configuration

Vn
+ .

(b) The noise voltage source shifted out of
the loop

(c) The output voltage sources referred to
one output current source

(d) All sources referred to one closed loop
input source

Figure 15: Referring the open loop input noise voltage back to the input of the closed
loop system

As a beginning, the noise voltage source is shifted out of the loop resulting in the sources
as depicted in figure 15b. The two voltage sources at the output can be referred to one
output current source, ino ' The voltage source in series with Zo can be represented by
a current source in parallel with ZOo The voltage source in series with Zo/ / Zi can be
represented by a current source in series with Zo/ / Zi. As these sources are in parallel,
they can be summed forming one output current source (figure 15c).

(35)
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At this stage, all currents through the feedback loop have been transformed to currents
through other branches; the feedback loop can be cut open. Now the input noise voltage
can be calculated by referring the output noise current to an input noise current (figure
15d). This input noise current can be multiplied by Zi to obtain a voltage source that can
be added to the voltage source already present at the input:

(36)

The same can be done for the open loop input noise current source. This process is
depicted in figure 16. The current source can be referred to a closed loop input voltage
source by recognising that the noise current can be seen as an output current resulting
from an input voltage. Therefore the loop has to be cut open at point P. The input voltage
needed to yield this output current is:

(37)

As mentioned before, the two voltages, Vi v and Vii can be summed to arrive at the total
input noise voltage.

Vnclp = Vn (l - D) + in B (38)

Equation 38 will be used as the active circuit noise source in oscillators in the following
chapter.
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p

+
V

I

+
~

(a) The input current source in closed loop configuration

V
I

+

(b) The current source as output current

+
~

V1

+ +
'h

+
~

(c) The current source referred back to the input

Figure 16: Refening the open loop input noise current back to the input of the closed loop
system

3.6 Conclusions

Noise due to the active part of the oscillator was examined in this chapter. The analysis
was performed using a half circuit. Firstly, the noise sources were identified and referred
back to the input of the open loop system. After that, the open loop input noise was
referred to a closed loop input noise, resulting in equation 38. This expression will be
used as the contribution of the active circuit to the total noise.
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4 Noise in LC oscillators

In the previous chapters, expressions have been obtained for noise originating from both
the resonator and the active circuit. The total output noise can be found by summing
the two expressions for input noise and multiplying them by the closed loop transfer
function. In section 4.1 the two input noise expressions are summed. Then, in section 4.2,
the obtained input noise voltage is substituted in the approximate voltage noise equation
to arrive at an approximate output noise voltage.

4.1 Combining passive and active circuit noise

c
.----+_--+_---+--__+-+--+--D +

e

+D-t>--{-l---__+-+----,
b

V
1

Figure 17: Resonator attached to 7r model

As figure 17 shows, the resonator is placed in parallel with the output impedance of the
transistor. For an ac analysis this is valid; as all dc sources have a fixed value and the
emitters of a differential amplifier are a virtual ground, the resonator can be regarded
to be situated between the collector and the emitter. The noise generated by the LC
resonator is represented by a noise current source between the collector and the emitter of
the transistor, i nRp ' and equals the noise current of the frequency dependent resistor Rp :

(39)

Comparing figure 17 to the hybrid 7r model from figure 11 it should be noted that two
changes have been made. The output impedance has been changed:

(40)

and an extra noise current source, iR p ' has been introduced parallel to Ie.
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As ic and i Rp are in parallel, they can be summed. This leads to the following expression
for the input noise (after equation 38)

VXc/p Vn (1 - D) + in B

- (VRb + B (ic + iRp) + Rb (ib + ibf))' (1 - D)

+ (D (ic + iRp) + (ib + ibf) B (41)

Before multiplying this input noise voltage by the modulus of the closed loop transfer
function, equation 41 has to be squared. Taking into account correlation this yields:

VXc/p 2 «VRb + B (ic + iRp) + Rb (ib + ibf)) (1- D) + (D (ic + iRp) + (ib + ibf)) B)

(VRb(1 D) + (ib + ibf)(RB(1 - D) + B) + (ic + iRp)(B(1- D) + BD:

vRb
2 11 DI2 + (ib + ibf)2 lRB (1 - D) + BI 2 + (ic + iRp)21B12 (L

Equation 42 has been plotted versus simulation results7 . The difference between the
calculated mean squared noise voltage and the simulated mean squared noise voltage
is within simulation accuracy.

4.2 Determining output noise using the approximate equation

Similar to chapter 2 an approximate expression for the output noise voltage can be found
by using the Leeson-like equation. As in chapter 2, this equation,

1 (W )2V 2 W - 4k T R -- ~
nLeeson-uoltoge ( ) - LO QL02 2 .0.w ' (43)

consists of a noise voltage sources: 4 k T Rio and a shaping function, dl
o
(~t:~J2, which

is an approximation of the closed loop transfer function of the oscillator. As this ap
proximate equation can be interpreted as a squared input noise voltage multiplied by an
approximation of the closed loop transfer function, the squared input noise voltage from
equation 42 can be substituted for the noise voltage source.

7The simulation file can be found in appendix D
8To describe the term involving the resistor as a noise source, a factor 4 has been introduced and is

compensated for by the factor of 2 in -k (;';;:.~) 2

Q/"
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4.2.1 Deriving the oscillation frequency

To use the assumption in the Leeson-like approximate equation (i.e. W ~ wase ) con
sistently, all frequency dependent terms in the input noise voltage are replaced by their
values at Wase. As in chapter 2, Wase can be found by solving the Barkhausen criterion for
W.

LH (j W)apenlaap o (44)

(a) Closed loop oscillator block with input
and output impedances

(b) Open loop oscillator block with closed
loop loading conditions

Figure 18: Loading in closed loop to open loop transformation

The open loop transfer function can be found by cutting open the feedback loop and
adding the loading at the output as in figure 18. As ~i = A, the open loop transfer

u
function is:

1
H(jW)apenlaap = A

Zi
---
gm ZJr Za

(45)

Because of the loading Za has to be replaced by the parallel impedance of Zi and Za:
z7,+Zt yielding:

H(jW)apenlaap =
Z Z;Zo

gm Jr Z;+Zo

(46)

Solving Wase from equations 44 and equation 46 is tedious and involves the use of math
ematical software. Therefore merely the result is presented:

Wase =

(

- Che L2 Rp; -Cte L2 (Rh+Rp;}-C L2 (Rb+2 Rc+R p;) +C2 Rc (L Rc (Rh+Rp;)-RI (Che (Rc RI+Rh (Rc+RI» Rp;+Cce Rc Rl (Rh+Rp;))) +
2C L (Cbe (Rh+Rc) Rp;+Cce Rc (Rb+Rp;))

(-4 (-(L (Rb+2 Rf+Rpi))+R{ (Cbe (Rb+R/) Rei +C R{ (Rb+Re; )+C,e R{ (Rh+Re;)))

2 C2 L2 Rc (Cbe (Rb+R,.) Rp;+Cce Rc (Rh+Rp;))

2 1/2) 1/2(C L2 (Rh+2 RC+Rp;)+L2 (Cbe Rp;+Cce (Rb+Rp;))+C2 R, (-(L Rc (Rb+Rpi))+RI (Che (R, R/+Rb (R,·+R/» Rp;+Cce Rc Rl (Rb+Rpi))) )

2C2 L Rc (Cbe (Rb+Rc) Rp;+Cce Rc (Rb+Rp;))

(47)
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4.2.2 Deriving the resonator loaded quality factor, QI

Apart from the impedances due to the parallel resonator, the oscillator model of figure 17
shows several impedances that influence the quality factor of the resonator. To obtain an
expression for the so called loaded quality factor, QI, the impedance in parallel with the
collector current source can be transformed to a parallel circuit of a capacitor, an inductor
and a resistor. To do so, the impedance network from base to emitter has to be transformed
to a parallel capacitor, Ceq, and resistor, Req .

Figure 19: Transformation of network to parallel Rand C

Rb2 + 2 Rb Rrr + Rrr 2 + Cb'/ Rb2 Rrr 2 w2

Rb + Rrr + Cb'/ Rb Rrr 2 w2

Cb1e Rrr 2

The parallel components Rp , L p and Cp can now be expressed as:

Rp Req

Rp + Req

Rp (Rb 2 + 2 Rb Rrr + Rrr 2 + Cb'/ Rb2 Rrr 2 w2
)

(48)

(49)

Rrr (Rp + Rrr ) + Rb2 (1 + Cb'/ Rrr
2 w2 ) + Rb (Rp + 2 Rrr + Cb'/ Rp Rrr 2 w2)

L p

Cp + Cce + Ceq

Cb1e Rrr 2

Similar to chapter 2 (eq. 21), the loaded quality factor can be expressed in terms of Rt ,

Lt and Ct.

(50)

Equation 50 has to be made frequency independent for using it in the Leeson-like equa
tion. Therefore, Wos c is substituted, resulting in the loaded quality factor at Wosc , Qlo.
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4.2.3 Approximate output noise of the Tr model oscillator with parallel resonator

Now W ase , Qla and the input noise voltage (equation 42) are known an expression for the
output noise can be obtained that is equivalent to expression 23 from chapter 2. However,
as opposed to equation 23, equation 51 takes into account the noisy active part of the
oscillator as well. Above that a factor 2 has been introduced to account for the other half
circuit in the differential pair oscillator9 .

2 ------,.-------,--2 1
vLeesan-valtage(w) = 2 V Xclp (w w ase ) -Q2

10
(

wase )2
2.6.w

(51)

4.3 Validity of the rule of thunlb for total oscillator noise

In chapter 2.4 a rule of thumb was derived to determine the maximum frequency offset
for which the error due to using the Leeson-like equation was still less than 1 dB. This
rule of thumb was derived for an oscillator generating solely resonator noise. It would
be convenient if this rule of thumb would still be applicable for a real oscillator, i.e. an
oscillator generating both resonator noise and noise originating from the active part of the
oscillator.

To show the usefulness of the Leeson-like equation applied to the whole oscillator, equa
tion 51 can be compared to simulations. It is expected that the conditions for using the
equation are quite similar to the conditions derived in chapter 2.

Figure 20a shows the simulated output noise, together with the approximated output noise.
In figure 20b the difference between the two graphs is shown for several values of the
resonator quality factor. From this picture it can be seen that the Leeson-like equation
is indeed a reasonable approximation close to the carrier frequency and for the resonator
quality factor, Qla, sufficiently high.

Table 2 lists the frequencies at which the error is ± 1 dB for several values of the resonator
quality factor at W ase , QIO. The calculated values were estimated with the rule of thumb
derived in chapter 2:

(
4.5) W ase.6.w - 1 - - .--

max - QTo 5.5
(52)

It should be stressed that equation 52 is merely a rule of thumb to estimate the upper and
lower frequency for which the Leeson-like equation is still a good approximation.

Table 2 shows that the measured values for the upper limit match the calculated value
better than the measured value for the lower limit. This, however, is not surprising when
taking into account that the equation for the approximate maximum offset frequency (eq.
29 and eq. 52) was derived from the upper limit and not from the lower limit.

9As discussed in chapter 3 the calculations were performed on a half circuit
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(b) Error due to using Leeson's equation as a function of the frequency

Figure 20: Approximate (Leeson-like) equation for the whole oscillator versus simulated
noise
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QIO Calculated ~CV [MHz] Measured ~CV [MHz] Error @ CVase [dB]
Down Up

1 -601 - - 4.44
2 -22.2 584 - 1.11
3 89 374 120 0.49
4 129 321 170 0.27
5 147 293 192 0.18
10 172 251 224 0.06

Table 2: Applying the rule of thumb for several values of the loaded quality factor and
Jose = 1 GHz
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4.4 Implementation loss

The approximate (Leeson-like) equations for the output noise voltage of the oscillator
for the ideal situation (eq. 23 of chapter 2) and the situation with the noisy active part
(eq. 51) give way to an interesting comparison. As the difference in noise is solely due
to the transistors in the active part of the oscillator, it can now be established what the
relative contribution of the noise, originating from the active part is, compared to the
noise originating from the passive part. This implementation loss, that is a mathematical
expression for the noise figure, F, of the amplifier is defined as:

L. - 10 L (Npassive+Active)
Impl - og

N Passive
(53)

in which N denotes the noise due to either both passive and active part or only active part.

A typical value for the implementation loss can be calculated using equations 51 and
equation 23 from chapter 2. Taking the oscillation frequency to be 5 GHz, inductor and
capacitor quality factors of respectively 16 and 35 at 2 GHz, and a tail current of 125 j-iA,
the implementation loss is about 4 dB. So in this case, implementing the oscillator results
in an increase of the voltage noise of 4 dB. One could also use this comparison to see
what happens if, for example, I1Q functionality is implemented.

4.5 Conclusions

In this chapter the noise due to the active part of the oscillator circuit has been added to
the noise due to the passive part of the oscillator. Again the Leeson-like equation has been
derived by approximating the frequency dependent parameters by their value at Wasco It
has been shown that the rule of thumb can still be applied.

Using the Leeson-like equation for both resonator noise and total noise, a new parameter,
called implementation loss, has been defined. This parameter quantifies the increase in
(phase) noise due to the active circuit; i.e. the increase in phase noise due to using a
realistic transistor model instead of the ideal transconductance.

Implementation loss will later on be used to compare an LC oscillator to an I1Q LC oscil
lator.
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5 Multi-Phase LC oscillators

In the previous chapters, single-phase LC oscillators were discussed, In this chapter the
discussion will be expanded to multi-phase LC oscillators. It will be shown that due to
coupling multiple LC oscillators, the expressions for the quality factor, and thus the CNR,
show drastic changes.

r-----------------<-I f---------------,

St~eN

Figure 21: Behavioural model of N-stage LC oscillator

Figure 21 shows a common method to couple multiple LC oscillators to form an N-stage
LC oscillator. When doing so the fact that the Barkhausen criterion has to be met, leads
to drastic changes in the behaviour of the oscillator. Normally, an LC oscillator oscillates
at a resonator phase shift close to zero degrees. When coupling N oscillators, every single
oscillator is forced to oscillate at a frequency shift of lSJO . This can cause two problems.
The first problem is that the oscillator does not oscillate with the maximum quality factor
anymore, leading to a decrease in CNR. This problem is addressed in section 5.1. The
second problem is, that the Barkhausen criterion can be met for multiple frequencies; a
considerable risk of spurious oscillations is introduced, as shown in section 5.2.

5.1 The quality factor of a multi-phase LC oscillator

Figure 22: Oscillator model with open loop transfer function H (j w)

As Razavi [7] has shown, the quality factor of an LC oscillator can be calculated in terms
of the transfer function of the oscillator:

with

Q -
wosc

2
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A = IH(j w)1 and 4> = L(H (j w)) (55)

with H (j w) the open loop transfer function of the system as shown in figure 22.

A normal LC oscillator oscillates at a resonator phase shift of zero degrees. At zero
degrees, ~~ = 0 and therefore the quality factor can be written as:

Q -
wase 04>
----

2 ow (56)
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Figure 23: Modulus and argument of an LC resonator transfer function. The derivative of
the phase shift (and thus the quality factor) is maximal at zero phase shift (marked by the
dotted line)

Figure 23 shows that ~~ is maximum for a phase shift of zero degrees. Therefore the best
resonator quality factor, and thus the best CNR, are achieved for an oscillator oscillating
at zero degrees phase shift. As the N-stage architecture, shown in figure 21 requires
the oscillator stages to oscillate at a phase shift of I~O degrees 10, the resonator quality

1DIn practice this is not true as there is a phase shift due to the active part of the oscillator
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factor will be far from optimal. By using an extra phase shift network when coupling
LC oscillators, the phase shift does not have to be introduced by the oscillator sections
themselves, resulting in a higher resonator quality factor.

5.1.1 Upper limit for the CNR of a multi-phase LC oscillator

Van der Tang [8] has shown that an upper limit can be derived for the attainable quality
factor and thus CNR. Appendix E shows that the maximum quality factor for an N-stage
LC oscillator is reached when the resonator in each oscillator stage oscillates at a phase
shift of zero degrees. This quality factor then equals:

(57)

Although improving the quality factor also improves the CNR (by a factor of 10 log N)ll,
this is merely an apparent improvement; as the oscillator consists of N sections, the power
dissipation also increases with a factor of N. Using the same amount of power in a normal
LC oscillator would result in the same CNR. But although no improvement in the CNR is
observed, compared to a single-phase LC oscillator, there is also no reduction in the CNR
of the multi-phase LC oscillator when the oscillator stages are oscillating at zero degrees
resonator phase shift.

5.1.2 The effective quality factor

Apart from the useful knowledge that maximum attainable CNR of a multi-phase LC
oscillator is as described in the last section, it is possible to derive some other interesting
insights from Razavi's definition of the resonator quality factor. As this definition (eg.
54) shows, both the magnitude and phase of the transfer function influence the resonator
quality factor. In normal situations, in which the oscillator oscillates at a resonator phase
shift of zero degrees, the oscillator oscillates at the peak of IH (jw) I and thus the term ~~

equals zero. In multi-phase LC oscillators, however, the oscillator phase shift is not equal
to zero. As a result, the oscillator does not oscillate at the peak of IH (jw) I, and ~~ gets
a value unequal to zero. The quality factor of the resonator oscillating at a phase shift of
a degrees will be called effective quality factor, Qejj. To calculate this effective quality

factor as a function of the resonator phase shift, a, ~~ and ~~ have to be calculated. For
multi-phase LC oscillators A and ¢ are defined as:

and (58)

As HN(j w) is obtained from the open loop oscillator transfer function, H(j w), this
transfer function is first calculated. For the behavioural model of one stage of an N-stage
LC oscillator as in figure 24, the open loop transfer function is:

11 As the CNR is a function of Q2, one could expect 20 log N. However, the noise is also increased by a
factor N compensating the quadratic factor
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gcouple

Figure 24: One stage of an N-stage I1Q LC oscillator

Substituting Zp

H(jw)

Rp I'I+j v Qp resu ts m:

gcouple Z p

1 - glevelZp
(59)

Again wo is equal to h. From equation 60, IH(jw)1 can be calculated to be
L p cp

(60)

IH(jw)1 = gcoupleRpwwO (61)

J(1- glevel R p )2 w 2 W02 + Q/ (w2 - (02)2

and !...H(jw) equals

. ( Qp (w
2

-w0
2

) )
!...H(jw) = - arctan ( ).

1 - glevel R p w wo
(62)

The transfer function of an N-stage oscillator can be expressed in terms of the transfer
function of the single-stage oscillator transfer function, H (j w):

(63)

(
Q (w2

- (0
2

) )
- N·!... H (j w) = - N . arctan (p )

1 - glevel R p w Wo
(64)

The effective quality factor can now be calculated by taking the derivative from equation
63 and equation 64,
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oA
ow

01>
ow ( )2 2 2 Q 2 (2 2)2-1 +glevelRp w Wo + p w -wo

(65)

(66)

and substituting them in equation 54. As Qeff is only meaningful at the oscillation fre
quency, Wosc has to be substituted for w in equations 65 and 66. The oscillation frequency
can be obtained by determining the frequency at which the oscillator oscillates at a phase
shift a. This means the following equation has to be solved:

LH (jw) = _ arctan (...,.....-_Q--=-p---,-(w_
2

w..,....02....:..)_)
(-1 +glevel R p) wwo

Solving equation 67 results in:

(67)

wosc
(-1 + glevel R p) wo tan(a) +J4 Q/ wo2 + (-1 + glevel Rp)2 Wo2 tan(a)2

2 Qp
(68)

To comply with the Barkhausen criterion the gain has to be equal to 1 for w - Wosc.

Choosing glevel, gcouple has to be chosen such that:

IH(jw)1 = gcouple Rp wwo _ 1 (69)

J( -1 + glevel R p)2 w2 w02 + Q p2 (w2 - w02)2

for w = Wosc. Substituting the found expression for Wosc (eq. 68) for w in equation 69
yields:

Now the identity IH(jw)1

IH(jw)1 = gcouple R p cos(a)

(-1 + glevel Rp)

1 can be solved for gcouple, resulting in:

-1 + glevel Rp
gcouple = R ()pcos a

(70)

(71)

Equation 71 shows that there are innumerable combinations of glevel and gcouple that fulfill
the condition IH(jw)1 = 1 and thus result in oscillation. For a noise analysis however,
the value of glevel is restricted. This limitation of the model originates from the internal
feedback loop. In noise calculations the physical resonator quality factor is needed. When
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compensating the resonator parallel resistance with the internal feedback loop and gZeveZ,

the resonator parallel resistance is electronically decreased. Thus, looking at the oscillator
section as a black box with input gcoupze and the resonator voltage as the output, it seems
that the less energy has to be put into the system in order to sustain oscillation. As the
resonator quality factor is proportional to the dissipated amount of energy, it seems that
the resonator quality factor is higher than the physical resonator quality factor and even
equals infinity for gZeveZ - f (no energy has to be put into the system in order to

p

sustain oscillation). This energy is however put into the system via gZeveZ and therefore
the physical resonator quality factor has not been changed.

Figure 25 shows the electronically obtained quality factor as a function of gZeveZ.

Q t
[-]

Qp' ~..:------

1

~

~

g level
[NV]

Figure 25: Electronically obtained quality factor as a function of gZevel

As mentioned, for noise calculations, the physical resonator quality factor has to be used,
and thus glevel has to be chosen such that transconductance gcouple 'sees' a resistance
equal to Rp . This can be accomplished for two values of glevel. Of course glevel can be
chosen zero so that it does not compensate the resistor in any way. Or glevel can be chosen
; . In this case gcouple sees a negative resistance equal to -Rp . This negative resistance

p

results in the same quality factor as the positive resistance Rp . As choosing glevel equal
to zero results in a new behavioural model, glevel will be chosen ; .

p

This more or less intuitive approach can be checked using an expression for the maximum
attainable quality factor in multi-phase LC oscillators. As [8] shows the maximum quality
factor for an N-stage LC oscillator is obtained with a resonator phase shift of zero degrees
and equals 12:

QNmax = N· Qp (72)

This expression should also result from the expression for Qeff when a is taken to be
zero. Substituting a = 0 in the expression for Qeff results in:

12This is merely an apparent improvement; as the oscillator consists of N sections, the power dissipation
also increases with a factor of N. Using the same amount of power in a normal LC oscillator would result
in the same CNR
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I

N. Qp I
Qejj(a = 0) =

-1 + glevel Rp
(73)

Equation 73 shows that indeed glevel has to be chosen either ; or zero to obtain a quality
p

factor of N . Qp for a = O. Again the solution glevel = 0 is omitted as to preserve the
behavioural model.

The now obtained expression relates a decrease in resonator quality factor to a non zero
resonator phase shift, a, and can be used to describe the decrease in CNR in multi-phase
LC oscillators. To obtain numerical values for Qejj, values have to be substituted for all
parameters in the expression for the effective quality factor.

k 1.38. 10-23 J/K
T 300 K
Rp 1260 (Qp =20) Q

630 (Qp =10) Q

315 (Qp =5) Q
L p 2 nH
Cp 507 fF

Figure 26 shows a plot of the quality factor versus the frequency for a nominal quality
factor (the quality factor of one section of the oscillator, oscillating at a phase shift of zero
degrees) of 5, 10 and 20 and for N = 2. For a = 0° the quality factor indeed equals N . Qp

as predicted by Van der Tang [8]. Both calculated and simulated quality factor are shown.
The calculated quality factor is the solid line. The simulated quality factor is denoted by
the rectangular marks.

To show the effect of the amount of oscillator sections, N, on the effective quality factor,
figure 27 is plotted. This figure shows the effective quality factor for a fixed value of the
nominal quality factor (Qp = 20) and for several values of N. Again Qejj is maximum
at a = 0, attaining the value of N . Qp. For a increasing from 0° towards ± 90°, the
effective quality factor decreases as expected.

Figure 26 clearly shows that the resonator quality factor decreases for phase shifts other
than zero degrees. Using Qejj and Leeson's equation,

[
k T 1 (WOSC)2]CNR = -lOLog -- -
2 P Q2 b.w

a new approximation of the CNR for an arbitrary phase shift can be defined:

(74)

CNRcx -10 Log [
k T 1 (WOSC )2]
2 P Qejj(a)2 b.w
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Qp = 20
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Figure 26: Plot of the effective quality factor, Qeff versus the resonator phase shift, a for
nominal quality factors of: Qp =5, 10, 20, Jose =5 GHz and N =2

Similar to the effective quality factor, this equation can be plotted versus the resonator
phase shift, a, as shown in figure 28.

As expected from the decrease in resonator quality factor with increasing resonator phase
shift, the CNR also decreases with increasing resonator phase shift.
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Figure 27: Plot of the effective quality factor, Qeff versus the resonator phase shift, for
N =1,2,5, Jose =5 GHz and Qp = 20
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Figure 28: Plot of calculated eNRa versus resonator phase shift, a for Qp =5, 10, 20
, Jose = 5 GHZ and N = 2
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S.2 Spurious oscillations

Apart from a decreasing CNR with increasing resonator phase shift, another problem
arises for resonator phase shifts unequal to zero. To comply with the Barkhausen criterion

an N-stage LC oscillator has to oscillate at a resonator phase shift of 11l~r I degrees. This

condition however, is fulfilled for two frequencies as can be seen in figure 29a. This figure
shows an example for a four stage LC oscillator. If no explicit phase shift is applied, each
section will oscillate at a resonator phase shift of I~O° = 45°. Both frequencies 1-45

and 1+45 fulfil this requirement. When applying a phase shift with the help of gcouple, of
for example -30°, the resonator phase shift has either got to be -15° (at 1-15) or +75°
(at 1+75). Figure 29b shows that the gain at frequency I-IS is higher than the gain at
frequency 1+75. Therefore the oscillator will oscillate at frequency 1-15. However, due
to non-linearities, in practical situations there is stil the risk of spurious oscillations. This
risk is eliminated if the four stage oscillator is coupled with 45 degrees phaseshift.

A i A i

f•., :f.45 --flHz]

cpi +90 cpi +90

+45 +45

f
+45

0 0--f[Hz]
·45 ........... ........ -45

f..,
·90 ·90

--.
flHz]

:f
. +75

.................. : f.•, ~z]

(a) Oscillation modes for zero explicit
phase shift

(b) Oscillation modes for -300 ex
plicit phase shift

Figure 29: Oscillation modes for a four-stage LC oscillator with and without explicit
phase shifts
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5.3 Implementation loss of the 2-stage I1Q LC oscillator on a be
havioural level

From figure 28 it is obvious that implementing multi-phase functionality will lead to a
decrease in CNR, dependent on the resonator phase shift. As in chapter 4, section 4.4 an
implementation loss can be defined. In this case the implementation loss is defined as:

10 Log (NMulti-Phase) = CNRsingle-phase - CNRMulti-phase
Nsingle- phase

CN Rsingle-phase - CN R</J (76)

which represents the losses due to implementing the multi-phase functionality. As
C N Rsingle-phase is independent of the resonator phase shift (for single phase oscillators
the phase shift is zero) and C N R</J is known, the implementation loss can be determined.
Theoretically for a resonator phase shift of zero degrees, the implementation loss will be
zero. Figure 30 shows the CNR for all values of the resonator phase shift.

Lu...l )35

Q=20[dB)

30

Q=IO
25 .

20 Q=5

15

10

-90 -70 ·50 -30 ·10 10 30 50 70 90

Figure 30: Plot of the calculated implementation loss versus resonator phase shift, ¢ for
Q p =5, 10, 20, Jose =5 GHz and N =2
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5.4 Conclusions

In this chapter a theory was presented concerning the degradation of the CNR as a func
tion of the resonator phase shift. The degradation of the quality factor as a function of the
resonator has been checked. Although the degradation in CNR has not yet been checked
it does satisfy the intuitive expectation that it decreases when the slope of the argument
of the oscillator open loop transfer function decreases. Using eN ReP the expected imple
mentation loss can be determined. This implementation loss shows that it is possible to
obtain multi-phase functionality without having to accept a decrease in CNR if the oscil
lator stages are coupled with an explicit phase shift of l~r. This explicit phase shift has
another advantage: the risk of spurious oscillations is diminished.
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6 Literature on I/Q LC oscillators

In section 5 it was found that special measures have to be taken in order to preserve a high
resonator quality factor in multi-phase LC oscillators. A literature study on I1Q LC oscil
lators has been performed to gain insight on the present state of the art regarding this topic.
An interesting question is whether existing architectures anticipate the reduction in res
onator quality factor and what is being done to prevent this reduction. The study resulted
in eight architectures, all of them based on two identical sections, each section containing
a four transistor differential pair. These architectures are listed and briefly discussed in
section 6.1. Then, in section 6.2, a selection is made from the found architectures. Finally
conclusions are drawn in section 6.3.

6.1 State of the art architectures

In [9] an oscillator is presented consisting of two low-pass biquad filters as shown in figure
31. The differential pair used in the filters is different from the conventional differential
pair as used in the LC oscillator from chapter 4. This results in a lower third-harmonic
distortion component (a decrease by 20 dB) and a transconductance that is 64 % of the
conventional differential amplifier. The in-phase and quadrature characteristics are ob
tained by connecting one filter stage to the other in phase and connecting the latter to the
former 1800 out of phase. This ensures that both oscillators have 900 phase shift in order
to sustain oscillation.

(a) Low-pass biquad filter

(b) Two low-pass biquad filters in ring con
figuration

Figure 31: I1Q LC oscillator based on two biquad low-pass filters
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Figure 32 shows the topology proposed by Rofougaran c.s. [10]. Two conventional dif
ferential pair oscillators are used to obtain in-phase and quadrature signals. UQ signals
are generated in a fashion similar to [9].

Figure 32: Two differential pair oscillators coupled in-phase and 1800 out of phase

Razavi [11] utilises the same architecture but at the same time introduces circuit tech
niques that increase the tuning range of the oscillator (see figure 33. By adding six tran
sistors and two diodes the tuning range is increased by a factor of two.

v..

v
o

O-+I<3----I:>I+-<l

Figure 33: UQ LC oscillator with increased tuning range

An oscillator consisting of the conventional differential pair, with buffered feedback and
output (figure 34) is used in [12]. Along with improved inductor design techniques this
decreases the phase noise at the cost of power dissipation.
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VBB O-+--+--+----f V
BB

Figure 34: I1Q LC oscillator based on two differential pairs and buffering

A theory on reducing phase noise in the conventional differential pair oscillator by cou
pling the current sources is discussed in [13]. Apart from a reduction in the phase noise
an improvement in amplitude and phase matching of about a factor of three is observed
due to the named coupling of the current sources as depicted in figure 35 by the dashed
line.

v""

V
Q.

V
Q.

Figure 35: Reduction of phase noise by coupling the current sources
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In [14] the effect of coupling more than two LC oscillator stages is discussed (see figure
48). Apart from the fact that more phases can be obtained, CNR increases with increasing
number of stages. However, as discussed in chapter 7, coupling multiple stages also
engenders an increase in power dissipation that exactly accounts for the increase in the
CNR. Therefore the increase in CNR of an N-stage oscillator is equal to the CNR of a one
stage LC oscillator oscillating with an output power of N times the power of each section
of the N-stage oscillator.

'tl
v. '6. v. '6. v.

'+ '+ '+

'6.

'tl v 'tl v 'tlv , I
i

V.
'+

Figure 36: I1Q LC oscillator with more than two sections
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Two very high frequency (10 GHz) oscillators, depicted in figure 37, are discussed in [15].
The first one is based on a ring-coupled quadrature oscillator. The second one is a four
stage ring oscillator with an inductive load. Due to parasitics in the circuit the inductance
behaves like an LC tank.

(a) Ring coupled quadrature veo

(b) Inductive load 4-stage ring oscillator

Figure 37: Very high frequency ring-coupled LC oscillators
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Table 3 shows a list of the most important oscillator characteristics of the eight designs.

Tuning
Power

eN RNorlllLiterature Jose Range
Vdd dissi-

Technology
CNR

[dBc/Hz]
number [GHz]

[MHz]
[V] pation [dBc/Hz] 13

rmWl

[9] 1 227 5 50 U.~/Lm -~'1 (gl
-154

BiCMOS 100 kHz

l/Lm

[10] 0.9 120 3 30
CMOS -85 @

-152
Qp = 5 @ 100 kHz
IGHz

[11] 1.8 120 3.3 15.2 0.6/Lm -100 @
-162

CMOS 500 kHz

Si Bipolar,

IT = 40
@

[12] 1.9 120 2.7 86.4 GHz (SST-
-123 -177

lC) Qp = 8
600 kHz

@2GHz

[13] 0.9 100 2 44
MOSIS -105 @

-171
0.8/Lm 100 kHz

0.6/L m,
single-

[14] 0.9 100 2.5 26
poly, -132 @

-181
triple- 600 kHz
metal,
CMOS

0.25/Lm

[15] 14 10.19 1240 1.5 45
CMOS Qp -106 @ 1

-170
= 10 @ 12 MHz
GHz

0.25/Lm

[15] 15 12.38 400 1.5 24 CMOS Qp -98 @ 1 -166
= 10 @ 12 MHz
GHz

Table 3: Comparison of performance of the found topologies

13 Pre! = lmW
14 Ring coupled quadrature oscillator
15 Four stage ring oscillator with inductive load
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6.2 Selection of architectures

Using one of the figures of merit (FOM) as described in [16], a selection 16 can be made
from the found topologies. As a figure of merit not the TDE presented in [16] was taken,
due to the fact that this FOM needs a value for the quality factor which is very often not
presented in the papers. Therefore the following FOM was used:

[( )
2 ]I:::.J PDe

CN RNorm = -CN Rdesign + 10 Log -- --
Jose Pre!

(77)

For Pre! in equation 77 the value of 1 mW was chosen.

From CN RNorm it should be concluded that both the architectures from [12] and [14]
are promising. The oscillators proposed in [15] should not be omitted; although the
CN RNorm is somewhat lower than in the topologies of [12] and [14], the oscillators
operate on a far higher frequency. Although the C N RNorm also normalises for oscillation
frequency, it does not take into account that it is harder to reach a certain quality value of
the inductor at higher frequencies.

6.3 Conclusions

In this chapter various VQ LC and other multi-phase oscillators were presented. The
architectures were, more or less, compared to each other and a selection was made. Al
though a few promising architectures are presented, none of them keep in mind that the
resonator quality factor is decreased by the coupling of multiple sections. Therefore it is
expected that an architecture with phase shift networks will show a better CNR. Such an
architecture is presented in the next chapter.

160f course the other architectures may contain valuable ideas
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7 An I1Q LC oscillator with explicit phase shift

The performed literature study has shown that many ways can be found to improve the
CNR of I/Q LC oscillators. However, none of the articles take into account the problems
that arise when coupling LC oscillators as described in chapter 5. In chapter 5, it was
shown that the CNR deteriorates due to the way in which the oscillator stages are coupled
and that there is a substantial risk of spurious oscillations. In this chapter an architecture
is proposed [1] that eliminates the mentioned problems. In section 7.1 several phase shift
networks are presented and their advantages and disadvantages are discussed. Then in
section 7.2 one of the phase shifters is used in the proposed architecture [l]. Simulations
are performed and results are presented in section 7.3. Finally in section 7.4, conclusions
are drawn.

,----------------< -I

e

gcouple

e

Figure 38: Behavioural model of the I/Q LC oscillator with explicit phase shift

7.1 Phase shift networks

From the theory described in chapter 5 it can be concluded that the best CNR will be
obtained with an explicit phase shift, e, of 90° minus the phase shift present due to the
transistors. As a ± 90 degree phase shift for sinusoidal signals is the same as an integrat
ing or differentiating action, it is possible to base the phase shift network on an integrator
or a differentiator. For this design it was chosen to use a differentiator. Figure 39 shows
several differentiator-like phase shifters.

Figure 39a shows a pure differentiator. The current lout flowing into the collector shows
a near -90 degree phase shift compared to the input voltage Yin for a certain frequency
range. Using ldill' this frequency range can be adjusted. This differentiator can be
expanded with a buffering stage, resulting in figure 39b or a direct path (path without
extra phase shift) resulting in 39c. Finally figure 39d shows a phase shifter that is not a
differentiator, but also implements phase lead.

Using CNR and tuning range as criteria, the phase shifters from figure 39 were rated.
With respect to the CNR it is expected that 39d performs best due to the absence of a
noisy emitter current source. As 39a has one current source and both 39b and 39c two,
it is expected that 39a shows a slightly better CNR. Phase shifter 39c however, offers
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To oscillator

From oscillator

Yin Q--l

From oscillator

To oscillator

(a) Simple differentiator

To oscillator

(b) Differentiator with buffering

To oscillator

From oscillator From oscillator

(c) Differentiator with tuning feature (d) Phase shifter with
RC network

Figure 39: Several differentiator-like circuits
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the possibility to tune the phase shift to exactly -90 degrees. Theoretically, if the tuning
is performed properly, this phase shifter is expected to improve the CNR of the UQ LC
oscillator up to values observed in LC oscillators.
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7.2 Implementation of the I1Q LC oscillator with explicit phase shift

Although at this stage of the project no choice has been made regarding the differentiators,
the performance of the new architecture will be demonstrated using differentiator a from
figure 39. Figure 40 shows the circuit diagram ofthe I/Q LC oscillator with phase shifters.
Transistors Q1...QI4 are NPND transistors from the Cadence Qubic3 Library with an
emitter area of 0.7 x 3.4 IJ-m.

,.J- ,.L J.. ,-L
V~ !

L L L L

C ! V,.ri C"'U C r·n
C~lof
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dirT
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R R R R R R

Q
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Figure 40: Circuit diagram of the I/Q LC oscillator with explicit phase shift

The two differential pair oscilator stages are formed with Ql and Q2, respectivelly Q8
and Q9. The coupling between the two stages is performed by Q3, Q4, Q 10 and Q11.
Together with the resistors Q5 ... Q7 and Q12 ... Q14 form the necessary current sources.
The resonator is made with the varactor diodes and the inductors, L. The model used for
the inductors is shown in figure 41.

• INS

R226
r=150

g.d

L26
1=100.0p

1 .~o.
C41

c=45f

RJ5 R222 U2

r=50m r=B411UlI0m I=B75.000p

1---1~-----lIllrc""'40r11-'.~o. CJ9 1
c= 1~65~ ~~~5f ;~;J0f C=2;;~t

R9 R225
r=1 r=150

gnd 9nd

INA.

Figure 41: Model of the used inductor
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7.3 Simulations and results

Due to time constraints the circuit from figure 40 has not yet been optimised. Neverthe
less, the circuit was simulated in Spectre to obtain a value for the CNR. The obtained
CNR was compared to the CNR observed in a comparable single phase LC oscillator and
another very common UQ LC oscillator [10].

Single-phase MultI-phase LC OSCIllator MultI-phase LC os-
LC oscillator rll cillator r101

Vdd 3V 3V 3V 3V
hevel 1 rnA 400/-LA 1.2 rnA 1.2 rnA
Idiff - 50/-LA 150/-LA 300/-LA
Vvari 1.35 V 1.35 V 1.35 V 1.35 V
Clune - 100fF 100fF -

C var 950 fF 650 fF 750 fF 850 fF
Jose 50Hz 50Hz 50Hz 50Hz
~J 2 MHz 2 MHz 2 MHz 2 MHz
PDC 3mW 3mW 9mW 9mW
Vswing 497mV 199mV 639mV 166mV
CNR 117.8 dBclHz 110.9 dBc/Hz 118.6 dBc/Hz 103.4 dBc/Hz

Table 4: Simulation results of a single-phase LC oscillator and two multi-phase LC oscil
lators with comparable conditions

The schematic diagrams of the single-phase LC oscillator and the common multi-phase
LC oscillator [10] are depicted in appendix F. Table 4 shows simulations of the CNR in
the three LC oscillators. Columns 2 through 5 show the CNRs of the three different archi
tectures for an oscillation frequency of 50Hz. The parameters of the UQ LC oscillator
with explicit phase shift have been chosen such that this oscillator can both be compared
to the single-phase LC oscillator and to the other UQ LC oscillator [10]. I.e. a simulation
has been performed with the same DC power in the LC oscillator and the UQ LC oscilla
tor with explicit phase shift (3 mW). And a simulation has been performed with the same
DC power in the UQ LC oscillator with explicit phase shifts and the commonly used UQ
LC oscillator (9 mW). The architectures have been simulated using the same resonator.
Column 3 shows that theoretically there is still room for improvement as, according to
the theory from chapter 5, it should be possible to obtain a CNR equal to the CNR of the
single-phase LC oscillator. But although there is still room for improvement, columns 4
and 5 show that, an increase of CNR of 15.2 dB is observed in [1] compared to [10].
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7.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, a new I1Q LC oscillator architecture has been introduced. This I1Q LC
oscillator with explicit phase shift has several advantages compared to the commonly
used I1Q LC oscillator architecture [10]. First of all an increase in CNR is observed.
Secondly, the risk of spurious oscillations has been decreased. Although the design has
not yet been optimised, valuable information was obtained from simulations: compared
to the commonly used I1Q LC oscillator architecture [10], an increase of the CNR of 15.2
dB was observed in the I1Q LC oscillator with explicit phase shift.
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8 Conclusions and Outlook

8.1 Conclusions

State of the art I1Q LC architectures are based on coupled sections without explicit phase
shifters. Similar to single-phase LC oscillators, voltage swing and resonator quality factor
have great influence on the CNR of the oscillator. As a result of this insight, in chapter 5
it became clear that considerable improvements can be obtained by using explicit phase
shift networks. An improvement in CNR of 15.2 dB was found in the proposed I1Q LC
oscillator with explicit phase shift compared to a commonly used I1Q LC architecture
[10].

From the derived theory it is also expected that spurious oscillations are prevented due to
the explicit phase shifts.

8.2 Outlook

As it is the only architecture that anticipates for the decrease in CNR due to phase shifts
in the oscillator, the I1Q LC oscillator with explicit phase shifts as presented in chapter 7,
will be optimised, processed and characterised. As a phase shifter, circuit c from figure
39 will be used.
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A Dependency of the oscillation frequency on resonator
quality factors

As shown in chapter 2 the oscillation frequency is not equal to k' as assumed in most

studies, but depends on the series resistances of the capacitor and the inductor.

(78)

Equation 78 can also be written in terms of the value of inductor and capacitor quality
value, respectively Qi and Qc, at the oscillation frequency. Expressing Wos c in terms of
these quality factors at Wos c , Qios, and Qco5C ' enables a designer to calculate the oscillation
frequency as a function of desired, i.e. possible, quality factors. To obtain the frequency
independent expressions for the quality factors, Wosc is substituted resulting in expressions
for the quality factors at w = wosc :

wosc L
Qi05C = Rz

1
Qco5C = e R

Wosc c

Substituting those expressions in 78 yields:

(79)

wosc = .jelL
Qiosc

2 + Qeosc
2

Qiosc
2

Qcosc
2 + Qcosc

2
Qiosc

2
(80)

Equation 80 can be normalized to a frequency of 1 Hz, by dividing the expression by

g.

WOScnorm = Qios,
2 + Qcos,

2
Qiosc

2

Qcosc
2 + Qcos/ Qiosc

2
(81)

Plotting equation 81 as a function of both quality factors, results in figure 42. This figure
shows that for capacitor and inductor quality factors in the range 17 of 2 to 25, woscnorm

varies between 0.89 and 1.12. For Qcosc = Qiosc' Wos c is precisely k.
17Quality factors less than 2 can result in a total quality factor less than 1; i.e. physically the resonator

is no LC resonator anymore. Capacitor and inductor quality factors greater than 25 result in an oscillation
frequency within 0.5 % around ~

vLC
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10

2
1.1 t1\wI osc
1.05 nonn

Figure 42: Nonnalised oscillation frequency as a function of Qi and Qc
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r_d
c_1
R_Ccap
L_l
R_l1
j1
end;
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B Simulation file of resonator noise

numform:8;
circuit;

(In/O) i=v/1e3;
(l/0ut) Ccap;

(1, 0) Rc;
(2, Out) L;
(0 /2) Rl;
(O,out) i= Gm*vn(Out);

ac;
init;

nodc;
end;
noise: In,O,Out,O;
f=an(le8, 1e10, 1000);
Ccap = 1e-12;
Rl = 3;
Rc = 0.5;
k = 1.38e-23;
Tk = 300;
Gm = (Ccap*(Rc + Rl))/(L + Ccap*Rc*Rl);
w = 2*pi*f;

wO = 2*pi*le9;
L =
(l+(wO*Ccap*Rc)**2+sqrt((l+(wO*Ccap*Rc)**2)**2-4*(wO*Ccap*Rl)**2))/
(2*Ccap*wO**2) ;

Dw = w-wO;

PhN1 = (4*k*Tk*((L + Ccap*Rc*Rl)**2)*
(Rl + (Ccap**2)*(Rc**2)*Rl*(w**2)

+ (Ccap**2)*Rc*(Rl**2)*(w**2) +
(Ccap**2)*(L**2)*Rc*(w**4)))/
((L - Ccap*(Rl**2) - Ccap*(L**2)*(w**2)

+ (Ccap**2)*L*(Rc**2)*(w**2))**2);

file: nmsv, PhN1, (nmsv-PhN1)/nmsv;
end;
run;

finish;
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C Noise in an LC resonator with parallel resistance

Using the linear behavioural model of an LC oscillator shown in figure 43 an expression
for the output noise voltage can be derived.

'1n lout

Figure 43: Simple model of an oscillator with noisy resonator

The impedance due to the parallel circuit of L p, Rp and Cp can be written as:

with

w wa
v ---

wa w

W() = JLp1Cp

Qp - RPJ~: = wR{p

and

IZp (jw) I = ---;:::==R:::::::
p

=
J1 + v2Q~

LZp(jw) = arctan(-vQp)

(82)

(83)

(84)

(85)

(86)

Cutting the feedback loop open at point P, the open loop transfer function can be obtained:
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. VOU1

H{jw)lopenloop = -V. lopenloop = gm Zp
In

Now the closed loop transfer function can be calculated:

H (jW)\ = Voull = __H_(_j_w_)I--;-=op_e_nl_oo-,-p_

closed loop Vin closed loop 1 - H(jW)1
open loop

Substituting equation 82 in equation 88 gives:

(87)

gm Zp(jw)

1 - gm Zp(jw)

(88)

H(jW)1 = VOUI\ =. gm R p (89)
closed loop Vil1 closed loop 1 + } v Qp - gm R p

and

I
V I g RIH(jw)1 = I~I = m p

closed loop Vin closed loop J(1 - gm R p)2 + (v Qp)2
(90)

The only noisy component in the oscillator model of figure 43 is the resistor, which pro
duces a noise current equal to:

(91)

Assuming the feedback loop is cut open at point P this noise current can be transformed
to the input by deviding the mean squared noise current by g~. This results in:

(92)

In equation 92, B is taken to be 1 Hz, which physically means that the measurement
bandwidth is assumed to be 1 Hz. Now the closed loop mean squared output noise voltage,

v; (w) can be obtained by multiplying vn
2 (w) by IH(jw)lclosedloop:

out In

v2 w _ 4 k T (gm Rp )2

nout ( ) - g;/ R p (1 - gm R p)2 + (V Qp)2

=4k T R 1
p (1 - gm R p)2 + (v Qp)2
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D Simulation to verify the in chapter 4 found V Xclp (eq.
42)

out

inoise=Sic

R_p

r=Rp

Figure 44: Schematics used for the simulation

Simulation file:

numform: 6;

ae;
init;
node;
end;

Temp=27;

RB 36.512;
RPI 23.806e03;
CB2 2.839E-15;
Cmu CB2;
CED 16.328e-15;
CET 7.176E-15;
Cpi CED+CET;
GF 3.697E-03;
Ie = GF*V_be;
CST 7.790E-15;
CM1 (l+Av)*Cmu;
CM2 (l+l/Av) *Cmu;
CBE Cpi+CM1;
CCE CST+CM2;
Itail = 100u;
Beta = 132.6;

Av = 1;
Ib = Itail/(l+Beta);
len = Itail*Beta/(l+Beta);
q=1.6021918e-19;
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k=1.3806226e-23;
T=300.15;

f=gn(le6,10e9,200);
w = 2*pi*f;

Ri = 0.5;
Rc = 0.5;
Ccap = 1e-9/(4*pi**2);
L = 1e-9;
Ql (w*L) IRi;
QC = 11 (w*Ccap*Rc) ;

Rp ((Ri**2 + (L*w)**2)*(1 + (Ccap*Rc*w) **2) )1
(Ri + Ri*(Ccap*Rc*w)**2 + Rc*(Ccap*Ri*w) **2

+ Rc* (Ccap*L* (w**2) )**2);
Cp Ccap*Qc**2/(1+Qc**2);
Lp L*(1+Ql**2)/Q1**2;

SvRb = 4*k*T*Rb;
SiRp = 4*k*T/Rp;
Sic 2*q*Icn;
Sib = 2*q*Ib+2*q*Ib*(10/f);

SqrAbsHclosed =
(gf**2*Lp**2*Rp**2*Rpi**2*w**2)1
(Lp**2*Rpi**2*w**2 -
2*Lp**2*Rp*Rpi*(-1 + gf*Rpi)*w**2 +
Rb**2*(1 + Cbe**2*Rpi**2*w**2)* (Lp**2*w**2 +
Rp**2*(-1 + Cp*Lp*w**2) **2) +
2*Rb*(Lp**2*Rpi*w**2 + Rp**2*Rpi*(-1 + Cp*Lp*w**2)*

(-1 + Cp*Lp*w**2 + Cbe*gf*Lp*Rpi*w**2) +
Lp**2*Rp*w**2*(1 - gf*Rpi + Cbe**2*Rpi**2*w**2)) +
Rp**2*(Lp**2*w**2 - 2*gf*Lp**2*Rpi*w**2 +
Rpi**2*(1 - 2*Cp*Lp*w**2 + gf**2*Lp**2*w**2 +
Cbe**2*Lp**2*w**4 + Cp**2*Lp**2*w**4 + 2*Cbe*Lp*w**2*

(-1 + Cp*Lp*w**2))));

SqrAbsVxclp =
1/(gf**2*Rpi**2)*(Rb**2*(Sic + SiRp) + SvRb +
2*Rpi*(Rb*(Sic + SiRp) - gf*SvRb) +
Rpi**2*((1 + gf*Rb)**2*Sib + Sic + SiRp + gf**2*SvRb +
Cbe**2*Rb**2*Sic*w**2 + Cbe**2*Rb**2*SiRp*w**2 +
Cbe**2*SvRb*w**2)) ;

MySout = SqrAbsVxclp*SqrAbsHclosed;

noise: in,O,out,O;
file: nmsv, MySout, 10*log(nmsv/MySout);
end;
run;
finish;
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E CNR of N-stage LC ring oscillators

'"' HUm) ""'

--1

Figure 45: Oscillator feedback model.

Razavi [7] showed that if we treat an oscillator as a feedback system (such as shown
in figure 45), the transfer function IVout / Villi around the oscillation frequency can be
approximated by:

(94)

In which Q is defined as:

Q = W O (OA)2 + (o<P)2
2 ow ow (95)

and A = IH(jw)1 and <p = Arg(H(jw)).

Now consider an N-stage LC oscillator illustrated in figure 46. Each LC oscillator stage
is coupled by an all-pass filter which has unity gain for all frequencies and has a certain
phase shift. For simplicity first a simple case is considered: the allpass filter has a fixed
phase shift for all frequencies of 7l' / N. N is the number of stages and is assumed to be at
least 2.

-1 f-------------------------,

I Stage N I
n
N

I Stage 1 I

n
N

Figure 46: N-stage LC ring oscillator behavioural model.

For one stage the modulus of the transfer function is
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I VoutJ
1

= gmRp

Vin )(1 - gmRp)2 + (vQp)2

with

w wo
v=---

wo w

Qp = RpJ-C-p = _R_p_
L p wL p

1
Wo = ~===::;;;:=

JLpCp

(96)

(97)

(98)

(99)

For an N-stage ring oscillator the modulus of the (open loop) transfer function is simply

IVoutn I = (gm Rp)N N

Vin ((1 - gm Rp)2 + (v Qp)2p"

And the argument Arg(Voutnj Vin) is N times the argument of a single stage:

(
Voutn ) JTArg -- = -N ( - + arctan(vQp) ) = -ll - N arctan(vQp)
Vin N

(100)

(101)

In order to derive the quality factor of an N-stage LC oscillator oAjow and o¢jow are
calculated.

OAI
ow w = Wo

~~Iw = Wo

o

2 * N * Qp
wo

(102)

(103)

Therefore the Quality factor of an N-stage LC oscillator can be calculated using equation
95. This quality factor is valid under the condition that each LC-stage is coupled with
JT j N phase shift.

QZcring = N * Qp (104)

Using equation 94, removing AM and applying the oscillation condition gm = Rp , the
CNR for an N-stage LC oscillator can be formulated.

(
NkT 1 (fo )2)CN R(fm) = -1010g -- 2 -
2P (N*Qp) fm
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Notice that the original noise source kT of a single phase oscillator is now N kT since
there are N noise sources. Since the only noise source is (N times) Rp • equation 105 can
be considered a theoretical limit.
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F Circuit diagrams used for simulations

Figures 47 and 48 respectively show the UQ LC oscillator [10] and the single phase LC
oscillator as used in the comparison of chapter 7.

.-
Ii

Figure 47: I1Q LC oscillator [10]
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INA INB INA INB

~
idc= 10u

!
V[ou!

N egoin: 1.0w

CSI
<C
c 03

vdc~1.35

00
VCAPBC

950.114f
VCAPBC
950.114f

12
idc=lIevel

0.7X3.4X4 0.7X3.4X4

'BNOM"

0.7X3.4X4
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Ql1

Q15

n58

n41

gnd l
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Figure 48: LC single-phase oscillator
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